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V

My Darling VanGuard…
This is a Piece of Literature written in the mindset of rebellion… for oppression still reeks 
in the era I live.  I fight and I come to you…my darling Vanguard because long ago…
before I lived in the T.L. I lived in a place where the rebel who speaks to you now… 
was confined with no way to express so much of what I feel and deal being…solely 
who I am.  No place but my own journals to express and release my torment.  No street 
legends to speak of who stood up for something other than beauty and trendy clothes… 
Until I made a pilgrimage to San Francisco, and in the heart of the tenderloin I heard of 
“The Vanguard Boys” and what you stood for during your own era of oppression and re-
bellion… I read your words and heard your voices in the depths of my soul, and now I 
wish to give you mine…..to apart of what you started long ago.  To see our hearts collide 

on paper… you make the rebel in me have meaning thank you… my darling vanguard.

---Gotti   2011
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This magazine resuscitates the history of the 1960s queer youth organization Vanguard and 
explores the ways in which its history is embodied in the present. 

Tenderloin street youth founded Vanguard in 1966. They protested police harassment, 
picketed discriminatory businesses, and held same-sex dances in church halls. They also 
produced a blunt and honest magazine about poverty and queer politics; drug use and sex 
work; isolation and loneliness; artistic expression; and faith and queer theology. 

Working with a variety of homeless youth services organizations, program coordinators 
Joey Plaster and Megan Rohrer presented the history of Vanguard to today’s queer youth. 
We then asked them to respond by submitting stories, art, and poetry “in conversation” 
with original 1960s essays, or touching on similar themes. 

This magazine presents their writings along with reprints from the Vanguard Magazine of 
the 1960s. These materials are supplemented with archival materials, a historical narra-
tive, and writings from urban ministers and youth organizers. Working over a period of 
three months with a group of youth at Larkin Street Youth Services, we sought to create a 
magazine that   spoke to their expressed desire to “enlighten youth, celebrate the queer 
history       of the Tenderloin, and create a voice for the unheard.” 

   The magazine is also part of a larger “Vanguard Revisited”  
   project that meets Monday nights between Feb-June 2011,  
   led by youth with the support of the San Francisco LGBT  
   Center’s Youth Program and the Faithful Fools Street Minist 
   ry. For more information, contact Youth Program Coordinator  
   Beck, at (415) 865-5560 or Beck@sfcenter.org. 
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1:2  1966

“The conservatives saw us as criminals, and [the liberals] thought we were mentally ill.… 
And I didn’t like the choices. And the choice that was left for me was the choice that was 
there for me growing up with an abusive father, was really religion.… I really saw Christ as 
this—victim, and so I could identify. When Jesus says ‘find me in the least of these,’ I think 
of Jesus as somebody hanging out in the streets, and meeting people that way….And, finding 
incredible faith and generosity in those people.” 

- Vanguard member Joel Roberts (oral history with Joey Plaster, 2010)

“What I really liked about my gay friends, the core group which was the very early Van-
guard, [was that] if you turned a trick, you spent that money on your other friends. It was 
an incredibly horrible time, and yet it was an incredibly wonderful time. Because I had the 
family I never had before.” 

-Vanguard member Joel Roberts (oral history by Joey Plaster, 2010)3



dis/RESPECT

DAY AFTER DAY I FACE DISRESPECT FROM MY TRANS COMMUNITY, 
EVEN THOUGH ALL TRANIMALS FACE DISCRIMINATION FROM THE 
HETEROSEXIST SOCIETY AT LARGE. MY TRANS SIBLINGS WHY DO WE 
READ EACH OTHER AND TEAR EACH OTHER APART WHEN ALL WE 
HAVE IS EACH OTHER? WE LAUGH AT THE TGIRL WITH THE TIRED 
WIG INSTEAD OF TEACHING HER HOW TO TAKE CARE OF IT. WE HA-
RASS THE BOI FOR NOT BEING ON T, INSTEAD OF LETTING HIM KNOW 
WHERE HE CAN GET IT FOR FREE. WE MISPROUNOUN THOSE WHO ARE 
GENDER QUEER INSTEAD OF HAVING A DIALOGUE ABOUT HOW THEY 
IDENTIFY.

IF WE WANT THE GAY MAINSTREAM AND THE HETERO SOCIETY AT 
LARGE TO RESPECT US, WE HAVE TO RESPECT OURSELVES IN ALL OF 
OUR GENDER DIVERSITY!!!!

THERE ARE MANY TRANS ORGANIZATIONS AROUND THE WORLD. MOST 
OF THEM HAVE RIGID US AND THEM MENTALITIES,  YOU ARE EITHER 
MALE OR FEMALE, RICH OR POOR, AND PRE-OP OR POST OP.

TRANS PEOPLE ARE A TESTAMENT TO DIVERSITY IN THE HUMAN EXPE-
RIENCE AND HOW BLACK OR WHITE, THIS OR THAT MENTALITIES ARE 
UNNATURAL AND “MAN MADE”. WE ALL WANT OUR RIGHTS, BUT FIRST 
WE HAVE TO START WITH R-E-S-P-E-C-T. RESPCET YOURSELF,YOUR 
TRANS SIBLINGS, YOUR QUEER SIBLINGS. . . RESPECT ALL THINGS AND 
EVENTUALLY IT WILL COME BACK TO YOU. IT’S THIS THING CALLED 
KARMA, YOU SHOULD GOOGLE IT.

RESPECTFULLY,
MIA TU MUTCH         2011 

“There were cracks in society, just places where nobody were not literally looking or figu-
ratively looking, so we got away with stuff. …It wasn’t on anybody’s radar even though it’s 
right there in front of their face.  And our survival was based on that.” 

-Vanguard member Joel Roberts (oral history with Joey Plaster, 2010)
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“Billy Garrison self described himself as a hai fairy—which meant that the clothing he wore 
was heterosexual, you know, guys clothes—jeans and a shirt—but then he had his hair ratted 
up and hair sprayed so it was stacked like a beehive almost.  And he then had on make-up 
eye, brow pencil, rouge, some lipstick, foundation, he did his nails. And one of the things 
that happened in the community was that, because people were looking different and didn’t 
pass as women, they would often get snide and rude comments, being called names and 
so-forth—  and so Billy was talking about well—how can we overcome this?  And I think it 
was over a period of about a couple weeks that we were talking [in the El Rosa hotel] that he 
pointed out that he had come from Seattle, and when he had been in Seattle he said he was 
a straight male—he was heterosexual—and he had been a member of a gang, he said he had 
been a leader in a gang.  He said there were problems within a particular Seattle neighbor-
hood between the community and the gang and that a particular minister had reached out 
to both communities, brought them together and created a dialogue and actually had some 
of the members helping each other so that it mitigated the friction and people began to 
understand one another and create tolerance, and to—programs around that.  And Billy was 
wondering, is this something that we could do in the Tenderloin?”  

- Vanguard member Adrian Ravarour recounting the beginnings of Vanguard (oral history 
with Joey Plaster, 2010)



A (Brief) History of Vanguard:  Joey Plaster      2011

In the 1960s, San Francisco’s Tenderloin vice district was a haven for runaway queer youth 
and a residential ghetto for an emerging transgender community. Young adults banded to-
gether for safety and claimed space in the area’s streets, residential hotels, 24-hour caf-
eterias, and coffee houses. Archival documents offer up an anarchic scene: young queens 
flamboyantly calling to each another across Market Street, teenagers stepping into the cars 
of wealthy men, servicemen escorting their dates into gay bars. Beneath the clamor, youth 
often succumbed to drug abuse, suicide, and violent death.

In 1966, the Tenderloin youth organization Vanguard emerged out of these extremes of free-
dom and desperation. Three years before New York City’s Stonewall riots, young adults held 
street protests and picketed discriminatory businesses, organized dances in church halls, and 
produced a remarkable self-titled magazine that linked themes of poverty and social stigma; 
loneliness and community; sexuality and gender; political action; and faith and queer theol-
ogy. Historians now consider Vanguard to be the nation’s first gay liberation organization.

Early Vanguard members Keith Oliver, Adrian Ravarour, and Joel Roberts began organizing 
their peers at the “Meat Rack” male prostitution district, at Mason and Market, in an effort to 
counter feelings of rejection and loneliness, police harassment, economic exploitation, and 
tension between neighborhood business owners and street youth. “People were beaten down 
by their environment, by being called names, by being told they were worthless, by families 
[who] threw them out,” Adrian said. “I saw Vanguard as an opportunity where people could 
stand their ground.” Joel Roberts, infuriated by the drug overdoses, abuse, and suicide he 
saw on the streets, also began looking for ways to organize. “My original idea definitely 
was to empower the kids to be more than what they were,” he said. “I saw real virtues in 
them.”[1]

Adrian and Joel found themselves in a space uniquely conducive to their organizing. A 
five-block radius around the Meat Rack housed the offices of the Mattachine Society, an 
early “homophile” political and social service organization; the country’s first gay com-
munity center, operated by the Society for Individual Rights; and Glide Methodist Church, 
the homophile movement’s “spiritual home.” Joel and Adrian approached Glide for support 
and held their first organizational meeting in the church’s community meeting room. In the 
following weeks, they drew support from Glide youth minister Ed Hansen; anti-poverty and 
homophile activist Mark Forrester; street priest Rev. Ray Broshears; and Daughters of Bilitis 
founder Phyllis Lyon. They also benefited from a successful fight for federal War on Poverty 
funds, which Tenderloin urban ministers and homophile activists secured in May 1966.

1. Oral histories with Joey Plaster, 2010, San Francisco GLBT Historical Society (GLBTHS). 
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In July 1966, the gay newspaper Cruise News announced that youth formed Vanguard “with 
aims of self improvement of the lot of hair fairies, lost kids, hustlers, young adults without 
family ties, and all the other varied types that frequent Market Street seeking entertainment, 
money, a meal, a change of clothing, or just kicks.”[2] At their first action, Vanguard youth 
picketed Market Street with signs that read “Hustlers Demand Rights” and “Drag Queens 
Demand Rights,” Adrian recalled. They handed out flyers decrying police harassment, the 
“endless profit” adults made off Tenderloin youth, and the “unstopped and seeming unstop-
pable flow in pills”—as well as “being called ‘queer,’ ‘pillhead,’ and being placed in the po-
sition of being outlaws and parasites when we are offered no alternatives to this existence in 
our society.” They demanded a coffee house and meeting place, emergency housing, medical 
aid, employment counseling, police cooperation, and financial aid.[3]

Vanguard also dramatized these concerns through a tongue-in-cheek “street sweep” in which 
they pushed large brooms down Market Street while holding signs reading “All Trash Be-
fore the Brooms.” The action played on the language of the police street sweeps that often 
targeted street youth, countered City plans to “clean up” and redevelop Market Street, and 
positioned Vanguard youth as productive members of society. “We’re considered trash by 
much of society,” said Marat, “and we wanted to show the rest of society that we want to 
work and can work.”[4]

The young adults who created Vanguard appear to have been primarily white, gay cisgen-
dered males between the ages of 16 and 24 who lived and socialized in the Meat Rack area. 
Some also identified as “hair fairies,” a term that referred to a style of cross-dressing and 
gender presentation that might now be understood as transgender. Vanguard picketed Comp-
ton’s Cafeteria in July 1966, after the businesses’ discriminatory practices sparked one of the 
first recorded transgender riots in United States history.[5]

“What was at issue were pretty serious issues,” Keith recalled. “People were being killed, 
beaten, stabbed robbed, denied their rights. Fired. Un-hirable. On the other hand there as an 
awful lot of celebration. And a lot of caring and taking care of each other.” They organized 
weekly dances in Glide’s basement, published Vanguard Magazine, and distributed free food 
and clothing to their peers. “What I really liked about my gay friends,” remembered Joel 
Roberts, “the core group which was the very early Vanguard, if you turned a trick, you spent 
that money on your other friends. It was an incredibly horrible time, and yet it was an incred-
ibly wonderful time. Because I had the family I never had before.”[6]

2. “YOUNG Rejects form Organization,” Cruise News Volume II No. 7 July 1966. 
3.  Vanguard “We Protest” flyer, c. 1966, Don Lucas papers, 11/17, GLBTHS

 4.  Vanguard Magazine Issue 1, No. 2, October 1966.
5.  “Young homos Picket Compton’s Restaurant,” Cruise News and World Report Volume II No. 8, August 1966. 

Vanguard distributed a broadside demanding that management “changes its policies of harassment and discrimination of 
the homosexuals, hustlers, etc., of the Tenderloin Area.”
6.  Oral history with Joel Roberts by Joey Plaster, 2010. 
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By 1967, Vanguard had achieved many of their original goals. Vanguard president Jean-Paul 
Marat and advisor Mark Forrester were appointed aids to the administrator of the War on 
Poverty–funded Central City Target Area. The office funded the nation’s first transgender or-
ganization, Conversion Our Goal (1967); the first urban mobile health unit; and Hospitality 
House (1967), a 24-hour drop-in service center for runaways and street youth that remains 
in operation to this day. An Information Center operating out of Hospitality House provided 
Tenderloin youth with employment, food, lodging, health care, emotional care, and drug and 
alcohol counseling.

While Vanguard dissolved as an organization—an outcome the editors of Vanguard Maga-
zine attributed to personality conflicts and leadership struggles—a similar group called the 
Street Prophets quickly emerged in its place, operating out of Hospitality House. Keith con-
tinued to publish Vanguard Magazine from 1967-1969 out of 330 Grove, a community center 
in the Haight that also housed the Angels of Light and the Black Panthers. “The message of 
Vanguard is LOVE, Keith said. “You know when you are isolated…if you can’t love then it 
builds up a certain amount of anguish, sometimes hostility. If you can’t love somebody freely 
then you don’t feel free, so you want to do something that you’re free to do. The longing for 
love seems to break out into typist fingers. It seems to break out in song, in verse. Submitting 
your written work freely to a free magazine is one free thing you can do. And that’s what 
they did.”[7]

7.  Keith [last name omitted at his request] oral history with Joel Plaster, GLBTHS.
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30 Types of Cereal: Clay Johnson    2011

Sex and consumerism should have a parade of their own.  After all it does seem like they’ve 
tied the knot in the states.

“Captain crunch is living the Life and counting his Frosted Flakes with none other than the 
Count himself, Chocula.  They’re after me Lucky Charms he’d always yell at the Trix bunny 
who was busy getting Kix from the Honeycomb.”  Walking towards the grocery store we 
would often play this verbal story game.  It’s just to pass time or uncertainty, whichever is 
less in demand.

Approaching the buildings automated sliding gateway we both look at each other…knowing 
what was to come.  We had only talked about doing it in the past but now we had taken the 
first faithful step on a staircase of which we couldn’t quite make out the end.

Inside the speaker box voice from above is blaring/glaring a mush soup of warbled words 
and either broken or muddled sentiments lost in the haze of suburban hub.  It sounds like 
Charlie Brown’s teacher saying, “Important message for all shoppers; Wiggly womp fruit 
buried in sun blasted raw profiles of strained optimism and feigned relativism.” We laugh as 
we walk past the detergent and barbed wire.

The magazines say the word so much and yet avoid it directly.  Proper posture and the crass 
laughs of class stringing deep, line the magazine racks just covered in it.  They seemingly 
scream, SEX!

“This week on sale; a new product called Visa that lets YOU consume virtually and with a 
brush less guilt.”

Love is a verb that implies doing.  The act of love being communicated through various 
forms of language. In aisle 14 the making of this particular verb includes us naked.  You (the 
reader) and me (the writer).  After all what are love and reading both if not communion?  So 
we are in the store, on the floor sprawled out in sublime ecstasy.  People pass like ships in the 
night.  They never glance directly down the aisle and through their blinders that both lead 
and bewilder.  It’s cozy to put up defense mechanisms I suppose.

Gender lost in an androgynous gel that heats the scene.  Approaching the arc of an eternal 
climax we look up and notice 30 different types of cereal.  I think to myself, “that’s a fairly 
absurd number of cereal choices” then shrug as we’re putting our pants back on.

All of a sudden I can for the first time clearly discern what is playing on the loudspeaker.  
It’s “Lost in the Supermarket” by the Clash.  You just gotta love that voice from about right?  
We walk away whistling.
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In 2011, the youth at Larkin Street Youth 
Services also sweep streets.  As a part of 

the HIRE program youth learn employment 
skills and often join the San Francisco 

Department of Public Works and neighborhood business groups to get neighbor-
hoods clean.  The sweeping is not only job training, but it is an attempt to fight 
the stigma that all homeless people are messy and lazy.  While the literal street 
sweeping continues, the Vanguard youth of the 60’s used sweeping to combat police 
discrimination and the very practices that became law in 2010 with the passage of 
Prop N, known as the sit/lie law.

Whose 

Streets?

Our 

Streets!
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Why I'm Not a Billboard for HIV..... and I'm Positive?
Anonymous 2011

There are those who have guided us from birth doing the best that they could to raise us to 
be our best and yet when one is face to face with the roads of life alone and for the first time, 
sometimes you end up in situations you yourself use to mock and not take serious because 
there were just certain things you didn't do to end up like others you've heard of. like sleeping 
with every 10 inch dick you can find or letting five guys dump their loads in your ass Just 
because it was hot and fun, or better yet just not caring about condoms and being safe at all 
times.

I cared so much I fancied myself a "better-type-of-gay" and took pride in my bitchy and 
prude attitude when it came to sex, but as many lessons are given through life you must 
experience them and not read about them. I wonder to this day how much people would 
listen if I tried to explain to them how I contracted HIV? I wonder in fear constantly how 
many would wait before sizing me up as some disgusting diseased faggot who" brought it 
on himself It. The fact of the matter is not too many of them would, not too many of them 
would believe that the first man I fell in love with...the first man I gave myself to at 20 years 
old was the one who gave me this precarious illness. It was because of the love I had for him 
that I never gave into other guys. Actually other guys just could not compare to him so I was 
never tempted. Temptation was never the problem for me but for him the desire to taste all 
the "flavors of the gay fucking rainbow" was too great and his inability to admit it to me even 
greater. It was a year after we had broken up that he told me through an e-mail he found out 
he was HIV positive....1found' myself running to the clinic because I couldn't feel my heart 
and the world was closing in on me relentlessly over and over again he was the only person 
I'd had sex with most of the time with a condom and I trusted him!...after thirty minutes of 
waiting in the clinic holding back tears of despair, the nurse called me in and sat me down. 

"Your HIV POSITIVE" she says it didn’t take longer than a second for me to start crying. I 
felt my body dying all around me and life itself seemed over. “whore”, “sick-dick”, “bare-
backer”....the thoughts streamed non-stop and I could not silence them. I was the literal 
walking dead in my own eyes and I could not overcome my despair “How did YOU of all 
people END UP ON THIS PATH!!!”, It was too immense to reconcile on my own. So I went 
on a very divine coke binge for a month straight every day four to five times a day “8-bombs” 
were my correspondents into another world where I could feel nothing but my rage and sad-
ness. I felt like someone threw me into a fucked up “twilight-zone” version of “Philadelphia” 
and I wanted the movie to be over.  

Now that I was behind enemy lines I got to feel full force the effects of ignorance and mis-
understanding, rightfully so it was painful because I was one of those people who just didn’t 
want to understand the pain and tribulation behind something like having HIV ....i was one of 
those people who didn’t care about the intimate and relevant details because I fancied myself 
a “better-gay” and now I approach the anniversary of my diagnosis December 1st, world aids 
day ironically, and I am no closer to feeling better about myself 



more than I was then. I feel eternally damned from love because of the things straight and 
gay people say about someone like me ............ sometimes to me it only seems like the only 
way they will understand is if they’ve contracted it themselves....something I wish for no 
one, but this is why I carry my burden alone in painful silence from day to day...1don’t want 
the world to think I was out having sex with every boy I could get my hands on infecting 
others shamelessly ....i was a virgin ...and I was in love…this is why I won’t allow myself 
freedom and will bare my cross silently ....this is why I won’t let myself have a boyfriend 
....... This is why I won’t be a billboard for HIV.

Excerpts from Exitls of Sin Incorporated: Laurence Tate, Berkeley Barb, Friday November 11, 
1966, Courtesy of the GLBT Historical Society.
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Address to the People
O p e n  L e t t e r  t o  t h e  F a g s                

Dear people,

I come to you today with a letter from the soul and visions of the era I live in, so pay close 
fucking attention.  We are fragmented in our unity when those before us have shed blood 
and prose for the relevance of our equality and our liberation.  We wage war amongst our-
selves while still the world wages war against us!  Our rights, characters, and moralities are 
still under fire by those who would see us wiped off the face of the planet and sadly it seems 
not too many of us give a shit.  To top it off you sill little fairies are fine with the shit cor-
roded stereotypes they want to make and publicize about us…and the bastards and pussies 
who hate us actually pass a lot of the untrue things they say about us as concrete truths!

Dear people the world has proclaimed we are unfit!  Is it me or 
does it seem like that fight that started before us is slowly loosing
 momentum.  Yes we are in the public eye!, the fruit flies love
us!, and celebrities love to wear us!, but do they know truly what we
fight for!?  The fact remains that they don’t… it still confounds me
that so many people especially the male celebrities of my day love to
disassociate themselves with anything dealing with homosexuality, but 
have no problem wearing a designer like Alexander McQueen  and dare 
still to retain the world “fag” in the their vocabularies!!! Yes Goddamnit.. 
we are loosing momentum and it breaks my heart primarily because the 
responsibility of gaining respect and liberation in all ways relies with us 
still, and I see so many of my fellow gays and friends alike shovel that
responsibility away like steaming piles of “right out the ass” junkie 
shit I pass walking around in the Tenderloin high off the best weed of 
my life.  Thinking about all of the things my people and I still face and a 
harder thought how we will never overcome our silent oppression if we 
don’t reunify and fortify our efforts in this time of economic and heated political 
uproar.  

Our first Black president Mr. Obama got millions during his run for president and from his 
human rights campaign and can you believe that they still won’t “LET” claim your “gay-
ness” in the military for fear of perversion that secretly already taints the army as we speak, 
and most likely not from the ones who accept their gayness but the ones who hate it and fear 
it… those who still think of “gayness” as a think of darkness and of the night!  Gay marriage 
is still not legal, church with angry homophobic pastors still riot and condemn us, and the 
death of Matthew Sheppard is like a fucking gay fairy tale….. 

1:9
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I would try to lighten this up just a “cinch” more 
but it gets better.  Our young people are suffering
dearly.  If you don’t have HIV you have a serious 
drug addiction… and I’m not talking coke.  I’m
talking heroin, meth, and crack.  And if your 
gay and not associated with any of those things 
then you are another gay person who most likely 
has their back turned on all of it and you yourself 
forsake us as well.

Could you deny that maybe we make it easy for 
the world to look at us as citizens of Sodom and 
Gomorra?  Not whole heartedly I can’t.  But in 
my ranting and raving…hope remains.  Through all of the self-destructive beauty I have seen 
here in the Tenderloin I know goodness still remains among us….people care to see us see 
our dreams and ambitions no matter how creative or outlandish, become real if we only need 
try.  On Larkin is where I found the door to follow my bliss and sanctuary from the hellish 
world I walk in day in, and day out, sunrise to sun up.  We are shedding our blood wastefully 
and I will not stand for it… not when I have discovered people like the “vanguard boys”, 
not after I left my life behind in another place far from San Francisco in search of a place to 
express all that lingers  in my heart painfully, not after overcoming the fear and self-doubt!  
Most of us on the street cling to like life.

Dear people I will rebel if you will not, I will continue to overcome if you will not.  I will 
show the world we are all not fallen angels susceptible to perversion and drug addictions, but 
angels who rise and achieve like any other like or unlike us.  So that I may smite those who 
seek to condemn what they no nothing about!  Because I hold us all in my dreams, in a world 
where we walk among all in equality, a world where we can be fathers and not suspected of 
molestation…a world where we are judged in personality alone and nothing else.  A world 
for us where we have peace.

…..Don’t get me wrong I love and hate you faggots and I will carry on the burden of society 
for us because I have seen the beauty in our destruction and will not see it wasted.  So that 
when the day that equality is ours and gay governors who play “footsie” in the bathroom 
with other men comes to an end.  I can sit back with a fat blunt a house full of art and 
wrinkles on my face and say “I was apart of that era…and I helped it to go forth in whatever 

way I could without regret and  all of my spirit.

---GOTTI     2011
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Writing by Vanguard Member, Mark Miller, From the Papers of Ray Broshears, Courtesy of the 
GLBT Historical Society
Loneliness is directly correlated to the misconception of ‘aloneness’. We are not alone. Reach 
out, touch the hand of your brother and you touch the hand of God. Any connection, any cos-
mic linkage between one man and another immediately produces love, trust and complete 
honesty. Until you open your hands, heart and are ready to accept united love divine, you 
will stand alone. The key to brotherhood is truthfulness with the total exclusion of all doubt, 
desire and ambition. To make a personal contact with another human being is to be sharing 
the blessings of God. Wars, mistrust and hatred are based on loneliness. To prove your worth 
to humanity, you must let go of the cherished ego, come to reject all selfish desires and accept 
the glory and joy of love.                              Continued to the right.

1:4 1967



When a man becomes trapped in the syndrome of thinking he is alone, he feels the need to 
rebel, to prove himself. A child rejected will become a braggard [sic], a liar, anything to get 
the attention he so desires. …In man’s search for love, he so often looks everywhere except 
inside himself. Self-exploration is the beginning to honestly and honesty is the beginning of 
a gratifying personal relationship.    The unity of brotherhood is in the palms of our hands, 
it takes only need strong enough to see it….Instead of the centuries of misery, the lonely 
eons, men should reach out of their own pointless suffering and indulge themselves in the 
joy of human closeness….Serenity is attained not by watching by participating in life. Deep 
thought should be given to the full meaning of existence until meditation is replaced by feel-
ing and transcended spiritual awareness begins to flow easily. Thought and the ego are only 
guideposts for the eternal road of infinite perception…. - Brother Mark Miller                

1:4 1967
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Te n d e r l o i n  i n  t h e  L o n e l i n e s s
Loneliness is something that everyone experiences at some point.  Whether it’s from the 
nagging reminders in high school from bullies, from holidays spent alone, from the yellow 
remnants of bruises from parents or loved ones or from the lack of serotonin in the brain, 
I believe the greatest poverty issue San Franciscans of all income levels face is loneliness.

As someone with relatively rugged mental health and a very public career, surrounded by hun-
dreds of homeless, hungry and faithful folk each week, I often feel even lonelier when surround-
ed by people who have seemingly endless need, without any real knowledge of my truest self.  
 
Living in the Tenderloin for more than seven years now, I’ve discovered that there are 
times when the Tenderloin makes the loneliness easier.  It’s a neighborhood that wears 
its loneliness, perversion, poverty and sexuality on its sleeve.  Sometimes the grime 
and the grit reminds me, that even in my deepest loneliness, I am still very well off.  
But I also see, in those who call me pastor, that the Tenderloin’s above and underground 
economies are designed to feed off of the loneliness, destitution and desperation of the lonely 
souls who have been thrown away by families, society and in some cases their congregations.
 
If you have resources, access to mental health care, some luck and truckloads of in-
ner strength, you will find that the Tenderloin is a cure to loneliness.  If you don’t, the 
Tenderloin will demand all that you have, put a red light in your window, will forget  
your name and will treat you like you’re dead until one day you have become one of 
the disappeared whom either got housing in public housing or in a mansion in the sky.

Benevolent Uncle (God), I pray for those who are lonely, that they may have hope.  I call 
for an end of the delusion that anything will solve homelessness, other than housing.  God, 
remember your promise to bring justice to the weak, orphaned and persecuted.  Bring health 
and protection to all the hustlers, panhandlers, lost and forgotten.  Restore compassion to 
politicians, police officers and business owners who have the power to shape the short 
and long term futures of the poor and oppressed.  Bless the residents of the Tenderloin!

Pastor Megan Rohrer      2011
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Rev. Megan Rohrer     20111:6    1967

“Perhaps I have seen the other prophets in the faces of some of the young people who live 
and hustle in the Tenderloin. They are the ones who have exhibited a kind of compassion 
which you and I are afraid to show. They have allowed as many as eight or more homeless 
hustlers of Market Street to sleep on their floors and to share their meals. Some of them 
speak, even in their personal loneliness, of a love that overcomes the barriers that have 
placed them in society’s garbage can.” 

-Glide Methodist Intern Larry Mamiya, c. 1967 (Lyon Martin papers, Courtesy of the 
GLBT Historical Society.) 

“My original idea definitely was to empower the kids to be more than what they were. I saw 
them—I saw real virtues in them. And that’s part of love and I think very few people learn 
how to love. Loving is seeing virtues in a person even if they don’t see them….and what’s 
what I saw in the kids.” 

-Vanguard member Joel Roberts (oral history with Joey Plaster, 2010)
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People Power Continued: Juan A. Cerna-Aviles       2011
        
   
Why do you take your care from me
Am I not like you
Why do you say I am unworthy
Was I not born like you
Why do you say I’m a parasite
Am I not able like you
Why do you deny me
Was I not created too
O why dark soul O why are you so black
I have been in the womb like you, conceived
Yet u say I’m less than you 
Heaven shines, and Angels sing
Yet u growl at nature like a beast
Change I say, open your heart I tell you, for you are no greater
And I am no greater than you 
Humble yourself you selfish heart
And continue not hating me for what you don’t understand
Open your hands and look at mine, aren’t they the same? 

People Power is an issue made by a Vanguard movement for the sole purpose of 
promoting understanding and love for all the people of the earth. 

As a writer I got very interested in the fact of change: how change has always 
created controversy, yet there seems to always be a silver lining in the midst of 
chaos. 

Equality for the LGBTQ community is the main reason this issue of Vanguard 
Magazine was created in the 1960s. I see that now, December 23, 2010, we are 
still fighting for equality, yet fifty years later we stand waiting for equality. San 
Francisco has broken a lot of those barriers. Yes, we can hold hands and kiss in 
public, but the mentality and the lack of education and open-mindedness has still 
failed us poorly. 

There are still people out there who want to postpone our equal rights. Repub-
lican and church leaders have deemed us sinners and a corruption to society. 
This makes me winder whether society knows anything about change, since the 
richest people in America usually make the rules and regulations. 

I believe that a movement keeps going forward. We should continue to make 
bold statements through education within our community and exterior communi-
ties. We as the affected can continue to deflect all negative assumptions about 
the LGBTQ community. By gaining knowledge, the mind frees itself from the 
suppression that society created. 

Little by little we will get equal rights and be politically free, because what they 
don’t know is that we continue to teach freedom as righteous and necessary!

1:4
1967
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What I Don’t Like About San Francisco: A.E    2010

What I don’t like about S.F……it’s the power of dehumanization that the older gay com-
munity has on the younger generation.  Before I first became homeless, the first thing I did 
was sleep at Grace Cathedral.  The pride I had in myself was really high.  So I didn’t want to 
sleep just any ‘ol place. After losing some of that pride, I began to offer my body for shelter 
and food;  not money, I was still too prideful for that.

Two days later… it was anything that was offered … I was a little gay blatino art student 
… with nothing to offer but my body.  Sadly, that’s all I am seen as in the older gay white 
community.  They don’t know I’m actor, singer, a big brother, a best friend.  They hold on 
to my possessions I get on my knee and choke on their dicks, call them daddy (or bitch), be 
raped or rape them, lose my soul.

To you old gay white men who read this, YOU are at fault.  You are the founders of our 
culture but you keep the keys and secrets to yourself.  You see the younger gays, like me …
and you only take whats south of the border.  You see the younger gays trapped by poverty, 
Chrystal Meth,  hate crimes, prostitution … so much more.  You see the organizations that 
take care of us and you’d rather look down from your rainbow,  80’s diva songs, sex dungeon 
castle, and throw stones to tear them down … The worst part is that some of my brothers, 
African American, Caucasian, Asian, Middle Eastern, latino, mixed … From 12 years of age 
on up … we buy into this world  you’ve set up for us.  To the point where we begin to like it, 
beg for it, CRAVE it like a goddamn drug.

Just wanting to be treated less like a human, and more like a device … To be used over and 
over … Praying that you’ll need us forever, that you won’t leave us like daddy did, that you 
won’t try to change us like mommy tried to do … Castro is a country in decline.

The magic is fading and what will you old crafty crones do then … tell the straight popula-
tion to shove off?  You can’t.  Along with S.F. the older gays are dying out as well.  No one 
said it was a good thing.  In a way, its bad … the new generation is lacking the support and 
cultural knowledge to keep the boat going.  Sure, Berlin is slowly gaining popularity, but 
yeah … that’s not S.F.  I’m not writing this so that the younger generation … My gay broth-
ers will know that we are not only responsible for ourselves but we are also responsible for 
the future gays---the ones whom we’ll be tempting when were 75.  The homeless ones whom 
we will watch freeze in the January air, the Innocent ones whom we will conceal our HIV 
status from, the ones in dire need we blackmail and backstab, the ones we will avoid while 
we are with friends.  then sleep with at night, and the ones who are probably better singers, 
dancers and artists but we brand trash. 

We are responsible for them,  and to our beloved S.F. … The Gay Version of Atlantis .. By 
now you must be thinking  “Is he a heartless faggot or what?”

To answer your question,  I’ve been in S.F. for a year and a half, and it only took a month to 
get this way.



These streets ain’t her home: Amy Zubreski     2011
(Just some musings on the experiences of an Intersexed girl’s  life in the Tenderloin.)

She walks down Ellis St with her head hanging down, scanning the ground for cigarette butts 
that she can smoke to stay warm in the brisk San Francisco wind. She wasn’t always this 
way – tired, cold, dejected and without hope. No, she once had hopes and dreams, people 
that cared about her, a purpose that she refused to let go of. But, that was before. Before she 
was told that she didn’t belong, that no one wanted her because she was different from them. 
Even the transgendered girls on Polk didn’t want anything to do with her because she wasn’t 
one of them. It was the same with “normal” girls too, they thought that she was transgen-
dered, a man to be mindful of, a man to be feared. So it was that she found herself walking 
alone this cold December night, no where to even lay her head down for a few restless hours 
of sleep. She heard the whirring of the police car’s engine as it pulled up behind her, the 
officers giving her the once over before pulling away, having decided that there were bigger 
fish to fry tonight. “Hey sexy thang! I said hey!” a deep voice layered with gravel from too 
many cigarettes and whiskey shouted behind her. She bent her head lower and quickened 
her step, not wanting to encourage any further advances from the potential lover. As she 
walked, trying not to appear scared, she heard a muffled curse, then a glass bottle smashed 
against the wall next to her head, stale alcohol splashing her face. She broke into a mind-
less run, heedless to her direction, turning onto cross streets several times. Slowing back to 
a brisk walk, she struggled to catch her breath, her heart pounding under the influence of 
the methamphetamine in her body. Stopping at the corner of Geary and Leavenworth, she 
cursed at the way that the nameless man had tried to hurt her. She asked herself what it was 
that she was doing here in the big city, where did she go wrong, what did she do to deserve 
this. “WHY!!!!!????!!!!????” She screamed at the empty street, not getting an answer. There 
really wasn’t an answer, really. There was no reason for nature to have gone awry, it certainly 
wasn’t her fault. Or for that matter there wasn’t any reason for people to treat her the way 
that they did – as a freak of nature, as if she could change her biology. For though she was 
homeless, and had no other home, these streets were not her home, and they never would be. 
For though she was above these dismal streets, made to be better than what she had become 
she belonged nowhere, yet she belonged everywhere, but these streets just ain’t her home.

The scene in this story is repeated countless times all over the world, but we never hear about 
it, we never know about it, because for most of us, it simply doesn’t exist. We have no experi-
ences to draw on to understand it, because we belong in one of the main two binary genders. 
Either we are Male, or we’re Female – we don’t experience any grey area, and so therefore 
can’t understand the grey area of Intersexuality. But for those of us that don’t belong in one 
category or the other, we often find that we identify with one or the other, but are never truly 
accepted due to biological factors that we can’t control. I hope that through this short story, 
you as the reader can take a moment to think about what it means to not fit in, to never have 
acceptance for who and what you are.
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1:3  1966 “We walked the streets of San Francisco at 
night accompanying Ray. He was not preach-
ing- he was seeking people in distress who we 
could help. If we were separated and needed 
him we were to blow our whistle so he'd join 
us. He then would look in his thick wallet of 
phone numbers and go to a pay phone and call 
the person he had helped in the past & then call 
in the favor of the assistance for these new peo-
ple.  No matter how badly people dished Ray, 
I saw him do more to assist others than those 
who only spoke of kindness or concern.”

 -Vanguard member Adrian Ravarour (oral 
history with Joey  Plaster, 2010) 



“A ‘Secularized’ Church Pursues Its Mission In Unorthodox Causes, Wall 
Street Journal, March 13, 1967, Courtesy of the GLBT Historical Society.

San Francisco Homosexuals Helped by Glide Methodist; Some Members Unhappy

Movement “part of a wider trend called ‘secularization.’” “The clergy is a major source of 
recruits for the civil rights movement.” “Essentially, they say, their job is to apply Christian 
ideals of charity to urban problems.” “Glide’s members are especially concerned about ho-
mosexuality. It is widespread in San Francisco. Police estimate that 80,000 to 90,000 San 
Franciscans, or more than 10% of the city’s 790,000 people, are homosexuals.

Glide permitted the Vanguards, a group of young male prostitutes, to have a dance in the 
church. Glide also has made office space available to the Vanguards, helped them secure 
a clubroom and bought them furniture. “We were the only ones who would respond to the 
needs of these people, says Mr. Williams. “If you make yourself available to people, there’s 
got to be a complete commitment. A commitment just to help those its easy to help is hypo-
critical.”

Glide ministers haven’t tried to ‘reform’ the homosexuals. But Mr. Durham says some have 
responded to the sympathetic treatment they have received. “One fellow who was really 
struggling with his sexual identity has gotten married and found a job,” he says. “Two or 
three have joined the church. Some who have gotten away from the kind of life they were 
leading have even come back to help those still caught up in it.”
…
Whatever else may result from the aid to the Vanguards, it already has opened some commu-
nication between homosexuals and the police department. A policeman has been assigned to 
counsel the group. Oddly, among those unhappy with the Glide, Vanguard relationship were 
leaders of several other homosexual organizations. “We thought the publicity (about dances 
and prostitution) would tend to perpetuate in the public mind a stereotype of the homosexual 
as irresponsible and sexually permissive,” one says.

…[mentions Saul Alinksy preaching, abortion “defender” preaching, CCH, etc.]…

If Glide’s activities appear unorthodox, its ministers say, it is largely because of a strong 
‘anti-urban’ strain in American Protestant thinking. While most denominations have willing-
ly, even eagerly, dispatched missionaries to primitive and sometimes savage foreign lands, 
many religious leaders have sied away freom work in the domestic ‘jungles.’ Heretofore, 
says Mr. Durham, “The role of the church in the city was somehow to save people from the 
evils of the city and to remind them of the sanctity of their rural heritage.” But no matter how 
“atheistic, Godless, immoral, demonic” modern city life may seem to be, Mr. Durham says, 
God create it and loves it.” 
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Indie Boy romance ...and the meth mistress: Gotti 2011

Once upon a time there were two boys born into the world, both of them born on the 
same day under the same sign of the stars but from the opposite sides of the world and 
with families like day and night. Little did they know their destinies would meet in a city 
of runaways....and little did they know that in their meeting they would find an instant 
emotional bond in each other, a bond that decimated the stereotype of sexual deviance 
given to so many boys of their kind... they were different boys....indie boys ..... boys of 
immense emotional power ,creativity and known lusters of rebellion, legends. But as is 
the fate of all who live in the world, their kindredness was to be marked and tested by a 
mistress a mistress of another kind with unremarkable power and lives in a glass castle lit 
by fire ....her name was METH and her name is legendary in the world of indie because 
she reached even there land and wreaked much havoc. The mistress came across the two 
boys one day snared one of them silently instantly using his rebellious nature against him 
cooing him all the while with the false promise of letting him go easily ...the mistresses 
hold became so strong over her newly found victim that her powers eventually broke the 
two boys apart with ease. The Mistress Meth was only so loving to bring her victim back to 
his lover to flaunt the new person she had transformed him into overnight, with the glow of 
hell she sparked in his eyes with her glass wand. She was lethal indeed for she cursed the 
other indie boy who would not see her in his sight or feel her within him...she cursed him 
to watch her lay waste to his lover. ... and see his love die quickly and his already broken 
heart melt just as she does in her glass bed. Indie boy romance was legend to surpass all 
worldly constraints and ideals ...for indie boys were rebellious and are held captive by no 
one ........ except those they are connected to in mind and spirit ..... . But the meth Mistress 
hailed from another world, the world of "addiction" and her world is littered with the souls 
of many from all worlds .... she has armies all over the world that carry out her bidding and 
her power to many of them is absolute because of the very souls she captures and the pan-
demonium that reverberates from each one. She herself is why the legend of the "indie boy 
Romance" exists ... as is the Way of indie boys they do not leave behind those they love for 
they are connected in spirit... ...the power of the indie boy itself was a misunderstood thing 
and it is because of this misunderstanding in their power is how the other boy saved the 
spirit of his lost lover. The lonely lover took all of his love and poured it into a black book 
....in this book he poured his love and bathed it in shed tears over his lost lover... in doing  
this he immortalized his soul and the love they shared. And after he binded their love in 
this black book he faded into the night and “un-know-ness.” I’m waiting silently to rescue 
the body of his lover and send him into the west....where the mistress meth cannot be sum-
moned. Where she has no power...... even unto this day the indie boy waits in shadow for 
his lover. ...shedding tears carrying the soul of his lover in a little black book ......... rivaling 
the mistress meth and all of her power.
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Dec. 1, 1966.  A Study of the Needs of the Downtown (Tenderloin/Central City) Cooperative Parish, From the 
Papers of the Rev. Charles Lewis, 2A SPS North Beach Fellowship, SF CA, Coutesy of the ELCA Region 2 
Archive.

Jose Osario 2011

II. PROBWJS PERSOOLI.Y OBSERVED: 
In terms ot problems personally observed, the respondents made replies that erouped the
selves as follows: 
J Loneliness 10 "Tenderloin" 6 Prov1nciali11111 1 
t Dircctionl~:.,,.,~sa 3 narcotics, prostitution . 

(Housing S flas~ed children, youth S 
i_Poverty (lleUare) 3 Parking, traffic 2 



From the Don Lucas Papers, 
Courtesy of the GLBT Historical 

Society, 1966.

Excerpts from Jean-Paul Marat Letter, From the Lyon Martin Papers, Courtesy of the GLBT Historical Society

“You must realize that 99% of the homosexual organizations in the U.S. are composed of 
and run by, the middle class, well established hidden homosexual. VANGUARD and one or 
two other organizations are composed of the other 1% of the homosexuals in the country. 
We are the hustlers, who are bought and paid for by the same people who will not hire us to 
a legitimate job.”

“We are the people with long hair who will neither hire to work for you nor allow in your 
organizations. We are the young homosexuals, as young as thirteen or fourteen, who are to 
[sic] damn young and confused to really know where else to go but to one of the well known 
organizations.” 



1967 J.P. Marat and Mark Forrester photos from the Don 
Lucas Papers, courtesy of the GLBT Historical Society.

J.P. Marat Mark Forrester
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Interview with "Mr. Fuck the World"
Gotti 2011

I Escaped to San Francisco with the one wish to be free to of Express myself in truth no 
matter the subject, content, or tone. By the merciful grace and ever-watchful eyes of GOD 
and" a little hit of coke my wish is now being realized and born with this issue of Vanguard 
Magazine "revisited", But it's important for us all to remember that before you start conjur-
ing those shallow ass thoughts of you may have. You take care to remember that the thoughts 
of others carry weight in the world and will echo if Given the chance ....all one need do is pay 
attention to what's being expressed and think about it before labeling it as nonsense or some 
shit you don't give a damn about, because at the end of the day this is real life and the voice 
of a real person actually living this. I had the fucking esteemed pleasure to interview Shaun 
Darell Morris A.K.A "Mr. Fuck The World" Born in Detroit Michigan. A gay runaway San 
Franciscan refugee just like me. Not a junkie, not a whore or escort, not some hell bound soul 
that some dick craving priests would like to depict us to be, but someone who is an "over-
comer" and a person who will fight for his freedom if for no one then for himself. Not some-
one asking for but demanding unbiased and fair treatment from anyone gay or straight.

Q: So shaun A.k.A "Mr. Fuck The World" you and I have had so many things to say about 
the "the gays" in regards to just how fucking bitchy and fragmented our so called community 
is. What are some of the reasons you think so many gays outcast and discriminate on each 
other. ..seemingly almost more than the heterosexuals?

A: “Well to totally be honest with you Gotti, I don’t think you should even waste your breath 
using words like “unified” because in my eyes and based off my experiences, it seems that 
before we came into this world and when men were just attempting to “come out of the 
closet” and begin to bitch and moan for their rights. It wasn’t about having other gay people 
to hang around and stare at disgustedly or cruise on because the physique was just too sexy 
to resist! But about survival and the acceptance of one another and having some place to go 
where there were mass quantities of assholes and freaks just like you shared their worries 
of being judged because of who they were, their outfits, having a curling iron stuck up your 
ass by self-hating “homophobe” who probably wanted to fuck you anyway, or dealing with 
and trying to cope with an “un-known” disease killing half of your friends or other peoples 
friends with machine gun intensity with no solid answers as to why. Apparently that history, 
fear, and sense of “community” is dead or in the process of dying with many of our young 
gays is what I think, more so the “gays” not dealing with the family disowning’s, hereditary 
poverty or un-repairable family dysfunctions. So many of us are so competitive and not 
genuinely understanding towards one another, these bitches are so quick to piss on each 
other for whatever reasons they see fit. To top it off So many boys like us are embracing the 
“fuck the world” attitude” and have embraced it to the point where they are now projecting 
discrimination on each other without even thinking twice about how contradictory that truly 
is in “real life.” Or how it translates into the reinforcement and publication of the ignorant 
mentalities and teachings of a portion of society that is “hella” against us, and our God



given freedom ..... Now taking this full circle, to fucking blacklist and discriminate against 
one of your own and then cry to the "heteros", republicans and even the fucking democrats 
about how we want equal rights and all that political shit sounds like a joke to me when 
I see it on CNN, KRON-4 or in the magazines, I laugh at it with no remorse I don't give 
a damn that I'm gay as well at least I knew or thought better. Are you kidding me? Don't 
expect ignorant fucks to embrace and hear us if we can't even embrace and help one an-
other rise! Oh and I just have to say this what's with the gay flag? IT'S JUST A PIECE OF 
FALSE SYMBOLOGY ....the rainbow flag IS only a symbol of how many varieties of us 
there are ...and yet with all its colors and representational "hype" ..... When Shaun Morris 
looks at it, it only reiterates in my mind how divided and separate all of us actually are .... 
For starters make the gay flag black. That's all the colors combined, but we would actually 
have to be united as a community now wouldn't we for that idea to even fucking work, 
UGH! A waste of breath what’s the next question.”

Q: You’ve got many identical opinions that connect directly to how I feel about being 
gay today in 2010, and how difficult it can be co-existing with our own and sometimes 
having to force the respect of bigots. We are bitches “for a reason” together seeing the 
same “prejudice” image being repainted right in front of our twenty one and twenty-three 
year old eyes even here in San Francisco...just with bright” gays ass rainbow colors” used 
as a cover-up. Actually I feel better knowing that it’s not just me feeling so “over it” and 
I love that shit “ Secretly”, now I can sleep without popping a Vicadin and a shot of Grey 
Goose...j/k. But even after your “sickening” response to the previous question I asked, do 
you think that the idea of a unified “Gay Community” is truly possible or is it something 
that just sounds nice to think about while you’re high?

A: “Until the gays” show me something more as far as being vastly more empathetic to-
wards one another! Or more efforts on T.V. striving toward a greater good for all the gays, 
and not just a select few or the self-proclaimed” decent and acceptable gays”! UNTILL the 
exclusion and the “forgetting” of those of us who may have fallen into drug addiction, in-
voluntary homelessness, or just being lost in the damn world because of the lack of support 
in our lives and then having to no option but to try and deal with the complex and lethal 
decision making process entirely alone with the gays and the rest of the world on your back 
about what you’re doing and how, a lot of them not giving two shits either!... ....... You’re 
fucking right Gotti that is just something for me to think about while rolling a fat blunt 
with a grape swisher getting high at Civic Center. Maybe if the “fashionistas” stopped wor-
rying about how cute and trendy they looked toward an onlooker or prospective “one night 
stand”. Put a little more emphasis on making our community function better internally, 
and when the damn day finally gets here when we can approach each other without rolling 
our eyes or slaughtering the feelings of a gay guy who does not meet our misconstrued 
standards with unwarranted hostility May then I won’t be such a “MUTAHFUCKIN” cynic  
and just maybe I might start hoping for a better future for us all!
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I’m not like you Gotti, Until those things happen whenever that may be. I’m going to just 
smoke my weed, handle my priorities possibly giving the “fuck you finger” to whom it 
may ever concern, get the money that is to be made here in California, and remember to 
remember those who stuck with me and supported me the entire way through this “totally 
fucked up” phenomena and “hand of cards” dubbed “life”......now that that’s finished lets 
go to Civic and smoke a blunt I can’t thinking about this shit for too long without wanting 
to go off on every gay person I see for the rest of the day ..... are they really going to read 
this”

1:2  1966

1:10 
1967

“There was so much discrimination that even, the gay kids on the streets eating at these really 
sleazy joints...For nineteen cents you’d have a hamburger, but you weren’t allowed to eat 
there, and the manager would yell at you, saying—‘Faggot, eat your hamburger outside.” 
"You’ve lost everything, you’ve lost your family, you may have lost your boyfriend, cause he 
OD’d. You may have lost your freedom, being busted for petty crimes. And you can’t even 
eat a damn hamburger?” And it just really got to me… My friends overdosing, and not even 
being able to eat a goddamn hamburger in a sleaze joint.”

-Joel Roberts (oral history with Joey Plaster, 2010)



1:7 1967



For a Freer Country: Taylor Brown  2011

I remember, long ago, there was a crazy incident. It was frightening, but to this day the 
memory remains crystal clear in my mind. It started with an explosion of flavor in my 
mouth. They were the tastiest burritos I’d ever had, and the Sriracha sauce I drizzled 
throughout the wrap added copious amounts of only intensified the flavor and heat of the 
famed Mexican dish. And then there was screaming. From some room in the distance be-
hind, muffled voices could be heard. It was nearly impossible to understand what they were 
saying, but from the urgency and volume of the voices it was plain to see that someone was 
irritated. The sounds suddenly started to move, to my left…and then ahead of me…and 
then to my right…They were circling around the building, but I was in no position to see 
them. And then there was a gunshot…No scream of pain, just a startled shriek. It appeared 
that a warning shot had been fired. 

One of the voices turned frantic. Words were spewed faster than a machine gun. It was 
intense. I was frightened, to be brutally honest. Suddenly, one of the participants in the 
argument came flying through the plywood wall of the building I was in. I was shocked; 
then again, recent rains had weakened that particular wall, so maybe it wasn’t much of a 
surprise. The assailant came through the broken wall after his quarry. I ran over to help the 
victim. She was cute, but with a closer look, she was much like me. The man pointed his 
pistol at me. In self-defense, I picked up a stray board and swung it with all my might. I hit 
the man in the side of his head and knocked him out. There wasn’t any blood or anything, 
but I knew I had done some damage. As he lay innate and comatose, I helped the girl up 
and took her to a back room, and locked the door. 

She proceeded to tell me her story. Her name was Cindi, but once long ago she was known 
by a different name. Her name in childhood was Carl. From this I had already pieced 
together that she, like me, was transgender. She grew up in a small mountain town full of 
backwards people and backwards ideals. Anything away from the norm was shunned as 
evil, dark, against the almighty will of the Lord. It was a cookie-cutter society, one where 
everyone was basically the same. Once someone tried something different, whether it was 
something as simple as a radical new hairstyle or as mind-breaking to them as exploring 
their sexuality, they were deemed possessed, or worse. Se knew she was supposed to be 
a girl from a young age, but when she tried to bring it up, her parents gave her a look that 
made her take it right back out of self-preservation. It was another eight or so years before 
she finally decided to explore the situation a bit more. She cross dressed in private, stealing 
her brother’s girlfriend’s clothes when se wasn’t looking. The more she did this, the more 
she explored her femininity, the more right she felt inside. There was a sort of…resonance 
between her mind and her body when she cross dressed that wasn’t present in her day to 
day life. The appearance of being female is what clinched it. She quickly found a forum 
for trans folk like her, and in a post that was mostly joking around, asked if anyone in this 
area we now found ourselves. Someone responded, and she moved down and began her 
transition. 



It wasn’t easy. Her roommates were mentally abusive, and used her as a tool for rent, and 
treated her as such. She got food stamps relatively easy, but her state-run medical insurance 
wasn’t as easy. It took her five months, but in the end she got it. Without missing a beat, 
she ran to the nearest medical center and got the tests done so she could begin hormones. 
The clinic had a special program that allowed her to skip the therapy, and proceed straight 
to HRT. It was the happiest day of her life. Her roommates continues to treat her like the 
lowest form of life there is, but she persevered and continued her regimen. Then, one night, 
things went over the top. They freaked out on her, and told her about events of the past that 
their mind had twisted to put them in the best possible light. As a natural defense, her body 
shut down and became catatonic. She had no idea how long she remained in this state, 
but she estimated it was about 20 to 30 minutes. When she came to, she found that she 
couldn’t move. Even trying to roll over a tiny bit required an immense amount of effort and 
willpower. It frightened her, but it also allowed her to come to a realization. Not only did 
she realize that she needed to get out of there, she also realized that her mental capacities 
weren’t quite up to the requirements needed to live on her own. Luckily, the same night she 
was kicked out of that place, giving her the avenue she needed to move out. 

Two days later, she boarded the fast train to the city nearby, and never looked back. She 
had all the clothes she needed. The weird thing was that even though she was now home-
less, she was in a better place mentally than before. She applied for a bed at a local youth 
shelter and within three weeks she had a bed there. She was currently living there as well. 
I sat listening to her, comforting her when she needed it. I had already called the police, 
and they were arriving just as she had finished her story. She hadn’t explained who the man 
was, aside from the fact that he was outraged when he found out she was a trans girl, and 
his rage was similar to that of the residents of her hometown. The police asked us a few 
questions, and we answered them to the best of our ability. They were satisfied with our 
statements, and hauled the man away from jail. Apparently, he was a repeat offender. Most 
of his crimes were hate crimes against the LGBT community, and the police told us that 
this was the final straw. He’d be taken away for a long time, and Cindi would be safe. I was 
relieved as well. That day I made a new friend, and I was glad I had saved her. After all, it 
never hurts to help. 

We are friends to this day, and although we are still pre-op, we’ve never been happier. It’s 
the greatest feeling in the world. We campaign across the country for equality with the 
LGBT community (mainly the T, but still). It’s what is right, for this is a free country, and 
all should be free to live as they like. One day, we visited her hometown, and shocked them 
all. However, that is a story for another day. 
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Pt. 2 Profile of Desperation: Beck     2011
*thanks to my elder M. Forrester for the inspiration

The lights of the Castro sign flicker from top to bottom, reflected in the storefront windows 
and in the eyes of the tourists eating within. Families shield their children from a few heav-
ily bundled, scattered buskers silently pleading for mercy with scrawled cardboard signs; 
Nearing Castro at 18th, outside the Walgreen’s, a young gay man lies shoeless advertising 
spiritual tarot readings for $1 as an older man’s dog sniffs his dampened blanket. The boy 
reaches over to pet the pup.

“C’mon, Muffy” woofs the bear, as he yanks his precious poodle from the boy’s affections. 
Elsewhere on MUNI, commuters stare deep into their smartphones, squishing tightly into 
themselves as to remain as far as possible from the themselves. Strolling market street, a 
homeless man is ticketed for resting on the sidewalk.  Those distracted at work watch a 
video of 6 San Francisco Police murdering a disabled man on Howard street.

In 1966, the city of salvation was in need of a savior. In 1978, Harvey Milk was slain. Now 
where are we?

Yet and still, the blacks and browns are herded into the expanding prison system, as prison 
guards unionize for greater wages and private CEOs relish in their slave labor profits. 
Undocumented immigrants lay awake at night, peace impossible, always awakened by ap-
proaching sirens. Poor young queens and queers fight tirelessly to get the scraps they need 
to survive from overworked non-profiteers, trekking from shelter to shelter, wondering 
where they would go from here. 

After all, This was supposed to be the promise land. For us. For all of us.

They all come from everywhere filling up the busses and streets everyday. Those who 
Have. Opening their businesses  pillows of the street, a rude awakening in a cold city. The 
rest live restless inside themselves, for there’s nowhere else to go. It’s illegal to sit around 
here, nowadays. Forced into the system of hopping hoops for crumbs and desensitized 
“charity“, a pressure is created within the streets. There’s a burning inside, a desperation, a 
knowledge that having nothing means there is nothing to lose. Going from the day to day, 
letting the fire roast inside until it burns too hot and there’s a fever only cured by dousing it 
with elixers or turning it into a flame.

The police watch closely, stalking anyone whose flame goes untamed, their fingers steady 
and ready at the trigger. It’s been 50 years since the first Vanguard and it is past the time for 
questions and answers. It is now time to combine fires and to begin demanding human-
ity on the streets of San Francisco for the Outcasts, the Immigrant, the Black, the Queer, 
the Transgender, the Poor. Otherwise, the wait will slowly burn us from inside and from 
without.
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“If I could withstand [my father’s] beatings I was not 
going to be beaten down by society’s misstatements, 
misconstructions, pejorative attitudes, imagining me 
to be vile when I imagined myself to be a spiritually 
empowered individual….I really believe that if you get 
to that innate self, that self is good, and that’s what I 
wanted to do in Vanguard.” 
-Vanguard member Adrian Ravarour (oral history with 

Joey Plaster, 2010)



1966

1:5 1967 

“I saved some money so I quit my job and moved to California, thinking that this would be 
the proverbial promised land…Jobs were scarce, almost nonexistent. Dope was so plentiful 
it was frightening….In July of ’66 I was elected President of VANGUARD, an organization 
started by and dedicated to helping the Tenderloin street people, many of whom were push-
ers or users or both. I soon realized that the objectives of VANGUARD were much more 
important than my Crystal and the small amount of money I was making pushing. Also, my 
potential as a leader was being diminished by my being on a constant trip. I decided to come 
down one weekend so that I could be more helpful to the Organization. Once I did come 
down, I was better able to contend with any and all problems that arose in the Organization 
and in thee area….In my own way I have proved to them that a ‘hopeless junkie’ can make 
it, that there is a way out which is not so difficult as to be impossible.” 

-Vanguard President Jean-Paul Marat, from “Drugs in the Tenderloin,” 1967 (Don Lucas 
Papers, Courtesy of the GLBT Historical Society) 

 “Jesus talks about it, a seed is nothing until its broken, until it goes into the ground…There’s 
something about being so broken…you can either become a monster or a hero …And these 
days our wonderful corporate media tells us about the monsters, but I don’t think we record 
the heroes at all. And if we did I think it would be unfashionable to mention that really bro-
ken people are heroes. They were my heroes, they were my buddies, my boyfriends.” 

-Vanguard member Joel Roberts (oral history with Joey Plaster, 2010)
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EvEry othEr day, I clImb thE fIrE EscapE to thE roof of thE downtown hostEl, 
and EvEry tImE thErE’s a dudE In thE buIldIng across from It wIth thE wIndows 
opEn.  thIs Is a poEm dEdIcatEd to hIm.

I guEss It’s hard to watch porn whEn your vIsIon Is blurrIng, sloppy wang In onE 
palm, othEr hand tIppIn thE burbon.  you’rE a sIp away from hurlIn’, only onE 
thIng Is for cErtaIn – all your nEIghbors sEE you jErkIn – you forgot to closE 
thE curtaIns… agaIn.     

Marc Mercado     2011

1:5 1967
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the pissed off call girl

fuck you for kissing both my cheeks
but never returning my calls
fuck you for canceling our appointment
at the last second
fuck you for saying you love me in one breath
and the next saying goodbye forever

but in the end

thank you for boosting my self esteem
with your constant compliments
thank you for keeping me off the streets
and paying some (NOT ALL) of my bills
thank you for keeping me company
on those cold SF nights

in the end, I know
you could end my life at any moment
or help me start a new one
it’s all a coin toss

damn, it all goes back to the money. . .
doesn’t it?

Anonymous 2011
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1967

A Special Thanks to Ink Works Press.  As a worker-run printshop, Inkworks has always main-
tained the highest standards of safe operation of equipment and of chemical use. And from 
their founding in 1974, they have conserved resources to reduce waste so as not to pass on 
unnecessary costs to their customers and to limit our contribution to the waste stream.  
Learn more at inkworkspress.com.
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“On the streets of the city today we see the deso-
late, alienated and oppressed people, the adolescent 
runaways and so-called ‘hippies,’ to youth without 
homes and street-people, to Black-people, Latin 
Americans & Indian-Americans, to draft-resisters 
demonstrators for peace & radicals who rightly feel 
that the institutional church has betrayed the revolu-
tionary message of the Gospel. But it is in the midst 
of this desperation there also lies our most creative 
hope. For here the new situation of urban man…is 
now coming to a head: shaping new structures, new 
patterns, alternative forms of human life….It is pre-
cisely in this place and at this time that we are called 
to participate in the revolutionary lifestyle of Jesus 
as the man for others.” 

-Michael Itkin, “Christ and the Homosexual,” 
sermon, Christmas 1969. (Papers of Raymond 

Broshears,Courtesy of the GLBT Historical 
Society) 
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Exert yourself
Once in a while

Either ride a bike
Or force a smile

Go and take a hike
If you’re really bored 

Trek a valley pass
Swim in open shores 

Every chance you get
Scale a mountainside
If you see no reason 
Do it for your pride

When the wind is right 
Spread your wings and soar

Take a world wind flight
Out your bedroom door

Don’t get to relaxed 
With the day to day

Or attempt to pass 
Your life away

Realize the need
To wonder why

In the end
That’s how we all survive

Take the time to smell
And time to touch

Feed your senses well
Don’t desire much

Live like Kings and Queens
Life’s too short to beg

So exert yourself 
It’s another day

Devyn Pleasants     
2011

I leave Li’s House 
I needed a Couch for the night
Li’s house is Safe
Safely is what I have been missing
These last two nights. 
You see I was in a place where I didn’t
Want to be, where it was unsafe. 
I was in no other choice
As I did not want to sleep on the streets! 
But I was out of character, I was not myself
But what other choice did I have
It’s a sticky situation
Sticky like the Pot I just packed in a 
Bowl I traded a nugget for in Dolores Park!
From a guy named Patrick! 
Oh my Patrick! Nobody understands him, 
Patrick and I are a lot alike
Our frail bodies have been beat to death, to 
Bone with sexual immorality
With abuse, with broken hearts
With death
But you see the only difference me and Patrick 
Do have is that Patrick still craves death! 
But how do you escape since you have been stuck
In a box where no one understands
No one gives a damn! 
But what I do for Patrick is I just listen! 
Listen with an open mind, open heart, 
Open soul, that is true listening

Vinnie   2011
Gotti 2011

1:7  1967
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The Manifest

The Manifesto of a lifetime...
I wanna tell it cause I need to shine
I go hard to get and keep mines
cause Afa Kasi is here it is my time
a brotha come from nothing wanting something
contribute to society
not the FED's eyes on me
a 9 to 5 could do fine
Rather do the work go to school and drink wine
besides that...I feel fine
Yearning for security to maintain my state of mind
Housing Health Employment Education
The four building blocks that determine your place in this 
nation
not who you are inside
Rather who's in your inside circle
not what you can bring to a table
but if you can fit a label
Not let me help the sick
but what plan you with
Yeah the schools will teach
but is the curriculum good to eat
of course for my words there will be skeptics
yet look around second guess and test it...

Marc Anthony Holcomb II, aka Afa Kasi   2011
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“Today, with not only America being torn apart by riots and the like, we ask the question, 
‘why’, and ‘what can be do [sic]?’ ….When we find ourselves beset with bitterness from 
with it oft times seems, ‘all sides’, when we find ourselves ‘alone’, devoid of friends, we 
must turn to the One who never can fail us, that is, the God within. … This sea of selfpity 
[sic], and greed is taking down into it, many good people, and all because they had not Love 
nor Understanding. … Let us all today, renew our efforts to ‘love ye one another’ and see if 
our streets do not once again become ‘safe’.”  

-From the Ray Broshears papers, c. 1967, Courtesy of the GLBT Historical Society



my favorItE pErson today Is thE assholE who punchEd mE In thE facE thIs morn-
Ing.

thE toughEst part about lIvIng on thE strEEts In san francIsco Is that thErE’s 
nowhErE to cry.  but whEn you do fInally brEakdown and cry, It Is thE most 
IntEnsE and amazIng EmotIonal rElEasE you wIll EvEr ExpErIEncE. 

I hatE thE fEElIng of not bEIng ablE to dEfEnd mysElf, EspEcIally whEn It’s bE-
causE I know gEttIng my ass kIckEd sucks lEss than slEEpIng on thE strEEt.  but 
somEtImEs you nEEd to gEt your tooth splIt to rEmEmbEr what paIn Is, and whEn 
you fEEl thE frustratIon and physIcal paIn togEthEr you gEt so angry that you 
just don’t gIvE a fuck.  so you roll and spark a joInt to try and calm down 
and It dIstracts you just Enough to allow you to rEmEmbEr onE of thE actually 
fuckEd up thIngs In your lIfE and you bEgIn to cry, bEcausE you don’t gIvE a fuck 
anymorE.  all thosE dIffErEnt thIngs pop Into your hEad, and you arE ablE to lEt 
thEm out and just brEathE and rEalIzE that nothIng mattErs and EvErythIng can 
bE changEd.  

Zack Smith  2011
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the prodigal daughter of Saint Francis
careening through the Tenderloin on a late night, naked 
street light, manifestor/ 2:10am on some idle Friday.  
she brings nothing but a broken hearted headrush.  
poised with apathy, you pretend to ignore this tediously 
fearful vagabond cowering in the crowded, shrouded 
corners of existence on Pill Hill.  this is crackhead 
corridor during the hours of obscurity, where dark and 
depraved addictions are fed with handshake drugs 
through a dirty needle.  she’s somebody’s daughter, 
but lives under a dilapidated cardboard box saturated 
with homeless piss in the notorious part of town, reads 
stolen books by Vonnegut.. and its all she has to call 
her own.

-p.c.t-
2011
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Joey Plaster & the Rev. Megan Rohrer
2011

Photo of the Rev. Ray Broshears, from the 
Papers of Ray Broshears, courtesy of the 
GLBT Historical Society.

Keith
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Cudd.le upd little closer;,. 

BEFORE PAIN OP 88EAKillC OMASM CCIOtUNION 
t can atop and for r~ton I ~n sense alone I dont love 

you • nor do you touch me 
and ve ear-esa lyt.n,g tethered to 

our time •nd true hearts away end out hand cogcthe.r, but without 
t kill youT lipt, but not your mouth. 

IN A LIFETDIE: GALLon1 of acminal fluid 
soak thl'Oats, dribble pantiea vith my wetted tongue I svallow love, 

tNJEST YOUll J!RKlNG \llllTE LOVE BLOCI>. Tnsteing it with the 
BACK dcntiatry ond faint fr01a the •11Cll of £mitston, 'lll'1 ••Liva ond hi• 

llATER, filling II)' oars with wet red fingers and heated air 
on rst'J neck. With tll)' hand in every bcown orifice end 1earchin3 for 

htt tinattna or •t.1h•i11ion co Purple maabcr, .The red tit Mc1senger co 
EMl'Ell hie iria osa, flowing pain to leg ond shoulder and in THE CREASY 
PLANE OF DEP!CATION TORRENTS ••• 1 have squeezed ffl'f LUST inside A small 

tntestlne bu!Re• vith my st.zc pressed hard to hi• WORN belly 
'IAKINC one bitter leap, t can LOOsc my SOD.ad lomll:n and sLOWly 

with ERECTed pain, remove arysolf to let him heal tonight. 

SOO'l1lING hie wrinkled Pride I've PTOcataed to vako Hl'.M vhenevor HE 
vi1he1 • eplit again and laying; my Cing•r in a bruised 

HOLE 
I've alept beside ht.a hemorrhoid heart and anklo ears and 
Wished th•t l could BIND HIK HEA9 AND llAlIDS AND 
pull teeth and lance his limbs to opposaing pillar1 and with a varm and 

Sticky Prick Inflict Ri• Stubbled Rou..ndcd Cheek• 
Until each natural cavern collapsed from fright or lo•• of fight 

and I could carve a cylinder 10 DEEP 
and % vide to 

1hcaT my !1tcun1i1ion Bone and tuck tragedic1 1.naldc from r:sy blonde 
bead and childhood: KILLING fathcr,CHURQl and circumstance and sac• 
r•fictng chit one queer lamp to lust and · 

HOPE AND TO REVENGE. 
R.AlSE PRICKLE PROUD ONLY f'll(I( hU1'gcr or 
t•sto ag_ain for that Blood of love in1ide fff'/ fallen SACK. CAREFULLL"( 

I RAISE your colorecil fAl't.e to oyu and 1ense1 of 
!A.TING, only yOun and mine llingle in this paper mattress on the 

tinted covet"• of i:nr home and vespers sing over men 
Bicten to their •pbrOdisi•c Cttt 

All of them altt from Aas to 'DUlONE K . S•.CL.t. 

"United we stend;divided t.hey will c.tch u1, one by --orae. 11 Joie Sft'ria, 
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The 5 ph tnx IDIJVCS 

o Jlfl ot1d JO&IR JflGCl lcu OUUlt TOllTH 

weonesoaus 
afDld~ln • 

11 42 SUTTER ST 

I 

HHO• ERJifi,ORIHOllEIEnk au:lill 
RA,.D HIV TUTIRG 

aommunim RnouRCEI 
WORKiHQl!I 

~.i~:a 
www.1ottdnstreetyou1h.org 

hcsi t .. 1ntly .11.r:osa th\; neon de:!ICtl, 
Speeding up \..'hen thl' S<.lttd!.i shift 
Suddenly (i:cd to grc.cn) . 
brushin«:> .1galnt>t without ucbnCNlcdgln~ 
;l,llOLIH r !.phinx 

(o facclcaa fdc~··llkc a million ocher 
1~1cclt,!si, 1 (t'-t:!S) 
gr"ppling for che starlight amid&t the: RED, YELLOW , GREEN 
"EAT AT JOE~" .md BUY TllI5THATA~IDTllE NllERTilrnC: 
looking for som~ching tan~iblc 
but nul Lo be found wht-l c the lights of the 
l~hu~·aohs \:'\.lujure up fa Lse gC"J!\ 
To gnuw at the ~ t3rl l ~·ht <..1nd th~ inni.!r 
creasurr.:s of the sphinx 
until h~ too 

is resolved 
en thl. d ~r " f ·1• I eS!. ~od 




